
Current Trends in U.S. Trade Policies

 President Trump’s position on trade (“America First”)

● Focus on trade deficits and job creation 

● Focus on America’s manufacturing base 

● Focus on short-term deals and leverage rather than long-term goals and principles

● Preference towards tariffs as trade enforcement tool

● Sovereignty and bilateralism over multilateralism 

● Presumption of U.S. strength

 What does this mean?

● More U.S. protectionism

● Increased enforcement

● Trade has become highly politicized and controversial

● Trade actions and rhetoric have become unpredictable and ever-changing

● No more trust in the WTO or other multilateral forums
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Invocation of Old Trade Measures

 Section 232 “national security” investigations 
● Steel, Aluminum, Autos

● Uranium (not yet initiated)

 Section 301 “unfair” trade practices
● Investigation on Chinese policies related to technology transfer, intellectual property, 

and innovation

● Additional investigations?  Against China?  Other countries?

 Section 201 “global safeguard” investigations 
● Solar cells 

● Washing machines

● Rumors about semiconductors and ship-building

 Self-initiation of anti-dumping and countervailing duty (“AD/CVD”) 
investigations 
● Aluminum sheet from China

● Administration has budgeted for other investigations
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It’s Supposed to be All about China…

 Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962: Authorizes the 
President to take actions against imports based on investigations by the 
Department of Commerce showing threats to national security.
● DOC released reports on steel and aluminum to the public in February 2018

● Investigation and reports intended to target China on global excess capacity

● Presidential Proclamations of March 8, 2018 imposed additional tariffs of 25% on 
steel products and 10% on aluminum products

 Follow-Up Actions
● Proclamations invite countries with a “security relationship” to discuss alternative 

ways to address the threatened impairment of national security
■ Agreements in place
 South Korea: 70% quota on steel, quarterly cap, product specific
 Argentina: 135% quota on steel
 Brazil: 100% quota on semi-finished products; 70% on finished products

■ Agreements “in principle” with Australia (no details)
■ EU, Mexico, Canada lost their temporary exemptions 

● Companies may apply for specific product exclusions – over 20,000 so far
■ June 20: DOC finally announced 98 determinations (42 approved, 56 denied)
■ Very slow and chaotic process
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But it’s not . . .

 Initiation of Section 232 investigation on automobiles on May 23rd has 
multiple possible motivations:
● Targeted EU and Japan for lack of willingness to assist U.S. efforts to combat China

● Leverage against Canada and Mexico in NAFTA negotiations

● Political interest in key domestic constituency prior to midterm elections

 Inviting Retaliation and WTO Cases
● U.S. actions are unilateral and completely disregards the multilateral WTO system

● Retaliation by other countries: EU (June 22), China (April 2), Russia (June 18), India 
(June 20), Japan (June 18), Turkey (June 21), Mexico (June 5), Canada (July 1)

● In 201 cases, China hasn’t even challenged in the WTO yet

 Raises substantive issues at the WTO about:
● Unilateral retaliation (Safeguard Agreement; Against non-WTO violations)

● MFN

● National security exception 

● Coverage of WTO agreements on industrial policies (negotiations at the WTO?)
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Is this a Global Trade War?

This is a trade war with not just China, but rest of the 
world.

This is a race to the bottom.
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